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11Abstract This study aimed to investigate the relationships between college students’
12behavioral and cognitive engagements while performing an online collective information
13searching (CIS) activity. The activity aimed to assist the students in utilizing a social
14bookmarking application to exploit the Internet in a collective manner. A group of 101
15college students in Taiwan participated in the research procedure, and performed the CIS
16activity to glean quality online resources for the given search assignment. The actions taken
17and annotations and comments made during the activity were recorded as log data, and used
18as the main resource for later analyses of behavioral and cognitive engagements in the
19activity. Through cluster analysis of the students’ contributions to the CIS activity, four
20categories of behavioral engagement were identified, namely “Hitchhiker,” “Individualist,”
21“Active” and “Commentator,” to represent the students’ investments in performing the
22activity. Furthermore, to explore the students’ cognitive engagement in the activity, content
23analysis of the verbal transcripts of their annotations and comments was conducted based on
24the refined coding framework of the present study. The results of further cluster analysis
25revealed that the students’ cognitive engagement levels could be identified as “Deep” and
26“Surface.” Through comparison of their behavioral and cognitive engagements, the findings
27revealed that the students with “Active” behavioral engagement tended to exhibit a “Deep”
28level of cognitive engagement. It is therefore suggested that both behavioral and cognitive
29engagements are critical to participatory learning with practice in CIS activities.
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33Introduction Q3

34The prevailing Web 2.0 applications share many merits in supporting pedagogical goals such
35as participation, engagement, discussion and collaboration (Grosseck 2009). The usefulness
36of applying new technological applications such as podcasting to engineering education has
37received increasing interest in the literature ( Q4Palmer and Hall 2008). Researchers and
38educators in the field of engineering education have paid increasing attention to the value
39and application of information communication technology (ICT) to online learning and
40instruction in engineering (Bourne et al. 2005). The employment of computing and com-
41munication technologies has been found to have potential value for engineering-related
42courses and laboratory activities with regard to assisting engineering students in developing
43critical competencies necessary for life-long learning (Balamuralithara and Woods 2009;
44Carroll et al. 2007; Fang et al. 2008). In addition to the delivery of engineering-related
45course content and learning systems, engineering students are expected to exercise practical
46skills and construct engineering knowledge in ICT-supported learning environments. For
47example, through employing an online discussion forum to support an engineering manage-
48ment course, Palmer et al. (2008) indicated that engineering students’ preparation in online
49discussions was helpful to their online communication skills for task completion and course
50performance.
51Within the social Web 2.0-based context, the transformation in learners’ participatory and
52creative practices may alter what and how learning occurs (Huang et al. 2009). In such a
53context, learning may require users to represent, share and communicate their experiences,
54ideas and opinions with others for knowledge construction in social networking sites, a
55process which emphasizes student centeredness, peer negotiation, knowledge construction
56and co-construction (e.g., Jonassen et al. 2003; Tsai 2001). The main concepts and features
57of many Web 2.0 applications mostly concur with the constructivist pedagogy which
58encourages learners to construct personal understandings in socially interactive environ-
59ments. Furthermore, conducting Web 2.0 applications in educational practice features
60knowledge construction as decentralized, accessible, and co-constructed activities through
61peer review in an engaged community of users (Greenhow et al. 2009). Such new learning
62environments may provide opportunities for learners to exercise inquiry-oriented activities
63of gleaning data and interpreting the data to answer their own questions, thus facilitating
64their engagement in and development of critical thinking and high-order learning. In this
65regard, research on students’ Web 2.0 activity in terms of their participation, investment and
66knowledge building may provide researchers and educators with more clues to the potential
67of different Web 2.0 applications for academic purposes.

68Online collective information searching (CIS) activities

69The advent of Web 2.0 applications has been deemed as a potential means of supporting
70learning and teaching (Huang et al. 2009), and is gradually altering the ways in which we
71conventionally access the Internet from passive one-way information retrieval to active two-
72way information creation and communication (Mendenhall and Johnson 2010). Collective
73information searching (CIS) activities, supported by Web 2.0 social bookmarking applica-
74tions, is an asynchronously joint approach to online information processing that engages
75users in collectively seeking, reviewing, gleaning and sharing valuable online resources and
76content for fulfilling their needs (Lin and Tsai 2011). In contrast to most of the previous
77research foci on individual or collaborative information searching activities (e.g., de Vries et
78al. 2008; Kuiper et al. 2009), this CIS activity values both individual and collaborative
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79perspectives on the merits of information searching for quality online resources in a
80collective manner. In this regard, the essential goal of applying CIS activities to the
81educational field is to assist students in learning through collective practices while exploring
82the Internet.
83The employment of CIS activities outlines a social-contextual scenario in which online
84information searching activity is conducted through a series of asynchronously communi-
85cative and negotiable person–information and person–person interactions. The application of
86social bookmarking to support CIS activities may constitute an ideal environment that
87provides opportunities for students to participate in activities of intellectual exploration,
88idea sharing and socially interactive collaboration (e.g., Stahl et al. 2006). Since the social
89context provides more opportunities for making connections to what is being learned, the
90properties of the interaction and meaning making have become salient aspects of the process
91of learning (e.g., Greeno 2006). In this regard, to understand how students react to various
92supportive features and peers’ feedback in CIS activities may shed light on students’
93progress in learning through information searching and processing activities in which they
94are engaged. Furthermore, based on the perspective of activity theory that one’s thinking and
95activity are interactive and interdependent parts of learning (Jonassen 2002), students’
96participation in CIS activities may be related to their learning through engaging in such
97new collective learning environments.

98Participatory learning as practice in CIS activities

99Participation has been viewed as one of the important prerequisites to learning in Internet-
100based learning environments (Hrastinski 2008, 2009). In the interactive and collaborative
101contexts (e.g., online discussion forums) of online learning, students are usually expected to
102participate in and contribute to various activities such as by expressing opinions, sharing
103digital resources and posting ratings for further development of peer interaction. Some
104empirical findings have revealed that students exhibit different levels of online participation
105(i.e., high, medium, low, fail) operationalized by quantitative indicators (e.g., frequency of
106access, or the number of messages), and achieve different learning performances in terms of
107academic grade (Davies and Graff 2005). Furthermore, through reviewing the literature
108which examines the patterns and the quality of technology-enhanced interaction, Lou et al.
109(2001) indicated that interaction and group work may have more significant influences than
110individual efforts on student learning outcomes. Consequently, the effectiveness of online
111learning may rely on the extent to which students participate in some specific activities or
112events (Jin et al. 2009).
113The emerging Web 2.0 applications are characterized by a number of salient features of
114facilitating social interaction and collaboration around the shared content, which supports
115the new kinds of participation for learning and literacy in Web 2.0 spaces (Merchant 2009).
116This phenomenon could be described as active or creative participation in the content-related
117discourse and mutual information exchange, which is a key theme in many conventional
118accounts of social interaction for learning (Lave and Wenger 1991). In this regard, using a
119social bookmarking system may provide an alternative platform for individuals to collect
120information from the open-ended Internet resources, and inspect the information recom-
121mended from a collective group of people. In the social bookmarking system, participants’
122active engagement in collecting, sharing and reviewing activities underlies the success of
123unearthing quality online resources through the collective work of exploring the Internet. If
124more students are willing to participate in the process of CIS activities, this may raise the
125possibility of connecting those students who are willing and able to help, and also raises the
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126possibility of obtaining relevant and useful online information resources. It could be
127expected that such inter-subjective interpretation relies on personal contribution and peer
128interaction, and may play an important role in student learning performance (Chou and Min
1292009). In this regard, the application of social bookmarking to educational contexts may
130promote students’ learning through the practice of social participation in the distributed and
131collective activities of thinking and meaning-making. Consequently, in addition to the
132examination into the effects of implementing social bookmarking, a more systematic
133analysis is important to clarify participation patterns emerging in the Web 2.0-supported
134environment where students are engaged in learning.

135Behavioral engagement in participation in CIS activities

136Behavioral engagement refers to the behaviors related to one’s efforts and contributions in
137the involved learning activities (Fredricks et al. 2004; Ryan and Patrick 2001). An increasing
138number of studies have been devoted to the investigation of students’ behavior and strategy
139use by analyzing their activities and artifacts in the Web 2.0 context. Although many positive
140influences of using Web 2.0 have been reported in the literature, it is important to identify
141particular skills students exercise within the support of these innovative Web 2.0 applica-
142tions of blogs, wikis, social bookmarking, etc. For example, by analyzing interview and blog
143content, Kerawalla and colleagues (Kerawalla et al. 2008) identified and characterized
144different kinds of blogging behaviors (e.g., blogging avoidance, resource network building,
145support network building, etc.). They further suggested that the effectiveness of implement-
146ing blogs may rely on how students develop and adapt their own ways of using blogs for
147learning. In other words, how students express their reasoning process and reflections on
148experiences of blogs may determine the effectiveness of blogging activities for learning (Xie
149et al. 2010), thus providing researchers and educators with important indicators of their
150cognitive strategies and understanding.
151Furthermore, when a blog is used for collaborative work, students may exhibit various
152behavior patterns of interacting with content materials and peers. For example, by analyzing
153the acts of blogging recorded by log data, Hou et al. (2009) found that a group of teachers
154exhibited different blogging behaviors when interacting with other teachers. The behavior
155patterns constituted by various blog behavior indicators (e.g., the number of blogs or articles,
156etc.) could represent the ways users support their learning activities via blogs, and hence
157provide more insights into the design and implementation of fine-grained blog-based
158activities for learning and instruction. The study of Xie et al. (2008) further indicated the
159effects of blogging behaviors on students’ reflective thinking skills and learning approaches.
160Their findings revealed that students who had opportunities to interact with peers in
161blogging activities expressed a significantly higher level of reflective thinking about the
162activities. Consequently, thorough exploration of interactions may shed light on students’
163learning experiences of adopting Web 2.0 applications, and subsequent learning outcomes of
164engaging in blogging activities.
165By exploring the behaviors of a group of 127 junior high school students using social
166bookmarking, Lin and Tsai (2011) found that the students exhibited various behavioral
167patterns (i.e., lurker, active, quoter and critic) clustered according to a number of quantitative
168indicators (e.g., the number of collected and cited bookmarks, annotating personal book-
169marks, and commenting on the bookmarks shared by peers) when looking for suitable online
170resources to perform the given task. Furthermore, the findings implied that when the
171students were more engaged in active participation in the CIS activities they collected more
172quality online information through collaborative or cooperative work, which may have led to
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173better searching performance. Various patterns that students exhibited in their CIS activities
174could represent different kinds of behavioral engagement while interacting with peers to
175explore the Internet collectively.

176Cognitive engagement in participation in CIS activities

177Through the lens of constructivism, learning is an active process of how an individual
178integrates encountered information with pre-existing knowledge (e.g., von Glasersfeld 1989,
1791993) and develops one’s knowledge through social interaction in different contexts (e.g.,
180Cobern 1993; Solomon 1987). In this regard, learning is not only a reproduction of
181knowledge and skills but also a meaning-making process that the learner actively engages
182in. Students should construct their ways of knowing when they struggle with the conflict
183between discrepant events and existing personal theories. The constructivist perspectives
184also suggest that learning relies on meaningful interactions of learners with the content, peers
185and context through the process of social communication and negotiation for knowledge
186construction. Interactions of learners with content, peers and context have been viewed as
187one of the most important components of learning experiences, and learning ideally occurs
188in an environment where students are engaged in interactive activities of exchanging their
189opinions, discussing issues and collaborating to solve problems with peers.
190Cognitive engagement refers to the amount of effort and type of strategies that students
191use in the learning tasks encountered, which is related to the effectiveness of learning (Zhu et
192al. 2009). Based on the framework proposed by Greene and Miller (1996), cognitive
193engagement could be distinguished into different levels of processing approaches to learn-
194ing. One is meaningful cognitive engagement, including relatively elaborative strategies that
195attempt to integrate new information into the existing knowledge base for the improvement
196of mental representation. Another is shallow cognitive engagement, involving rote process-
197ing skills such as browsing and reading without personal judgment or reflection. Research
198findings have suggested that students’ persistence in exercising cognitive activities, espe-
199cially those requiring high-order thinking capabilities, is likely to produce meaningful
200learning and facilitate content understanding, and, thus, better learning performance (Greene
201et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2009).
202In the research field of computer-mediated communication (CMC), asynchronous online
203communications and text-based discussion threads constitute an interactive context whereby
204participants have more time and freedom to consider an idea, reflect on their thoughts and
205formulate their responses (Jonassen et al. 2003; Pena-Shaff and Nicholls 2004). The extent
206to which participants learn mostly depends on their efforts to participate in and contribute to
207activities that entail learning in the context of interactive learning environments (Zhu 2006).
208Some of the previous CMC studies revealed that active participation and interaction, by way
209of analyzing the quantity of posts, messages or acts, is related to learning performance (e.g.,
210Picciano 2002; Rovai and Barnum 2003). However, in addition to quantitative analysis,
211meaningful interaction for learning should be attributed to the quality of participation and
212interaction by examining the nature of the message content exchanged and transmitted
213among peers. That is, in a socially interactive context, cognitive engagement should be
214taken into careful consideration along with the frequency and the level of processing
215strategies while participating in the learning activity and interacting with peers.
216In light of socio-cultural perspectives, participants’ social interactions and individual
217contributions to these interactions are made conscious, and are recorded in the written
218transcript as sequences of utterances or messages from multiple participants. These socially
219interactive artifacts have been recognized as data resources for research on the process of
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220learning and the knowledge construction that is taking place (De Wever et al. 2006; Meyer
2212004; Zhu 2006). Previous studies have suggested that analyzing the transcripts of message
222content offers a richer understanding of cognitive and social aspects of learning in particular
223contexts (de Wever et al. 2006; Stahl et al. 2006). Following this analytical approach, Zhu
224(2006) analyzed discussion messages using the method of content analysis to examine and
225determine students’ cognitive engagement in the context of online discussion. It can be
226predicted that content-related discourse, participation and socially mutual information ex-
227change processes lead to greater conceptual understanding and learning performance
228(Vygotsky 1978; Lave and Wenger 1991).
229Based on the aforementioned research issues, a conceptual framework was proposed to
230illustrate the interplay between behavioral and cognitive engagements in performing collec-
231tive information searching activity, as shown in Fig. 1. Within the support of social book-
232marking application, participants are encouraged to learn with exploring the Internet through
233a collective manner. Through participation in the collective information exploration, they
234need to carry out various behavioral engagements in searching, annotating, citing and
235commenting activities for gaging quality online resources. In the meanwhile, their exercise
236of cognitive engagement in the intentional and purposeful processing of encountering
237content become salient in the iterative process of collective information exploration. In light
238of both individual and social approaches to information searching, the social bookmarking
239application can constitute a context of participatory learning that addresses students’ invest-
240ment in and responsibility for learning with the Internet. Consequently, their participation in
241the CIS activity in terms of both behavioral and cognitive engagements will be critical to
242finding quality online resources, and achieving a better performance of the learning task.

243Research purposes

244Within the support of social bookmarking for collective information searching activity, this
245study aimed to investigate the integration of such innovative application in formal engineer-
246ing course for fulfilling academic purposes. To this end, the following questions were
247investigated:

Individual approach to 
information searching

Social approach to 
information searching

Personal 
understanding

Cognitive 
engagement

Behavioral 
engagement

Information 
sharing

Peer 
reviewing

Peer 
recommendation

Information 
evaluation & 
collection

Collective 
information 
exploration

Within the context of social bookmarking 

Participation

Learning task performance

Fig. 1 The conceptual model of participatory learning with collective information searching (CIS) activity
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2481. What kinds of engagements in terms of both behavioral and cognitive aspects the
249participants carried out to complete the given assignment in a collective manner?
2502. What are the relationships between behavioral and cognitive engagements?
2513. How are the participants’ cognitive engagement related to their collected online resour-
252ces quality and examination performance?
253

254By answering the questions above, this study addressed that both behavioral and cognitive
255engagements were critical to broadly represent participants’ efforts to learn with participating in
256the CIS activity. Furthermore, the interplay between behavioral and cognitive engagementsmay
257shed light on the benefit of behavioral interactions with social bookmarking to the advancement
258of cognitive efforts and strategies for participatory learning.

259Methodology

260Participants

261This study initially enlisted 117 college students from three classes at the same school in
262central Taiwan. Sixteen participants were excluded from the initial pool since they missed
263some of the courses conducted in the research procedure. Consequently, a final sample of
264101 students (89 % male and 11 % female) majoring in electronic engineering participated in
265this study. They were enrolled in a course introducing the principles and methods of C
266language programming, and were instructed by the same male teacher who had an electrical
267engineering major and more than 8 years teaching experience. All of the participants had the
268capability of performing research procedures using search engines to search the Internet, and
269of utilizing some prevalent applications such as web browsers, e-mail, chat messenger, and
270application software such as MS Office, etc. The average Internet usage among the partic-
271ipants was 24.05 h per week, and about 94 % of the participants did not have any relevant
272experience of using social bookmarking on the Internet prior to taking part in this study.
273Before beginning the research procedure, all of the participants were informed that all
274activities in the study were to be conducted via the social bookmarking system, namely
275WeShare, which is an online platform developed to support text-based and asynchronous
276interactions with peers for exploring the Internet (Lin and Tsai 2011).

277WeShare in support of the CIS activity

278There are many popular social bookmarking systems with interfaces designed for English
279such as Digg and del.icio.us, but most of them are unsuitable for the group of Taiwanese
280students in this study who were using Chinese for communication. More importantly, to
281capture log data about users’ activities while using the social bookmarking system for later
282analysis, an interface incorporated with a database management system was necessary. To
283this end, a social bookmarking system, namely ‘WeShare,’ was developed and employed to
284support collective information searching (CIS) activities by way of which the participants
285could asynchronously manage, share and review their bookmark files of favorite sites, and
286create networks during the process of online information searching.
287The infrastructure of WeShare is designed to meet both personal and social needs by way
288of some feature tools that allow users to manage and explore the online sources in different
289ways, as shown in Fig. 2. Employing WeShare to interpret and personalize retrieved
290information, the participants can add the URL of a Webpage as a bookmark to WeShare
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291when they find some relevant Web sites involving useful information. Each bookmark has a
292title taken from the HTML “title” of the bookmarked page by default, and the description of
293the bookmark is adopted from the URL’s “description” tag if there is one, but can be edited
294by its initial collector. Furthermore, users can attach excerpts from the Web page, comments
295and tags to the bookmark, as shown in Fig. 3. The collected bookmarks are considered as

WeShare

Public area My bookmarks Affiliates

Most recent 
bookmarks

Most popular 
bookmarks

Most saved 
bookmarks

View my 
bookmarks

Edit my 
bookmarks

View friends added

View people who 
added me as friend

Accept / reject request 
for friend affiliation

Fig. 2 Structure of the WeShare space

Determine an assigned
question

Excerpt content from
Webpage

Make reflection on
Webpage

Tag keywords on Webpage

Fig. 3 The interface for adding a bookmark to WeShare
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296one’s own property, and would not be made public. The personally-collected bookmarks are
297placed in the “My bookmarks” space on WeShare, which can be accessed only by the author
298and his/her affiliates. While bookmark collections are personally created and maintained,
299they are typically invisible to others.
300Once the original collector decides to share some private bookmarks, the shared
301bookmarks can be accessed and reviewed openly by other WeShare participants.
302Figure 4 shows the public area of WeShare which displays all of the collected
303bookmarks shared by WeShare participants. In the public arena of WeShare, the
304participants can search and browse the collected bookmarks for different given ques-
305tions, and review the metadata of excerpts, comments and tags made by the original
306collectors. A number of user interface elements are clickable and allow participants to
307browse through the entire bookmark collection to see other information sources of
308interest.
309When participants find some interesting or valuable bookmarks on WeShare, they
310can recommend and collect them in their personal collection. Since the first con-
311tributor of each bookmark is viewed as the author by default, other participants who
312collect the same page later are deemed as followers. Furthermore, the interaction
313between the author and the followers on the same given question could be facili-
314tated by the ‘comment’ function associated with each bookmark. After reviewing the
315shared bookmarks, any participant can post his/her comments on the bookmarks via the
316comments link. Consequently, a discussion thread for a bookmark can be created by
317the author and followers. In sum, based on the characteristics of WeShare, the
318participants are able to manage their favorite sites with personal opinions, attach comments
319to the bookmarks contributed by peers, and join in a discussion with peers to elect
320more applicable sites for the given bookmark. Accordingly, the shared bookmark
321involves many pieces of metadata such as the time the bookmark was made, the author
322and any comments made on that bookmark, which give the user useful information

Shared bookmark from peer

The number of 
comments

Times of bookmark cited

Search WeShare

Range bookmark by 
questions

Original collector of the 
bookmark

Fig. 4 The public area of WeShare
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323about its context and content. In this regard, the properties of WeShare are advanta-
324geous to the development of the CIS activity of co-exploring the Internet.

325Procedure

326With the support of the WeShare environment, all participants carried out the CIS
327activity of exploring applicable online resources for the given assignment (described
328later) via collective work. The research procedure constituted a part of the programming
329course, and was conducted over a period of 8 weeks. The procedure was divided into the
330introductory phase (lasting 2 weeks) and the practice phase (6 weeks). In the introductory
331phase, an expert in information technology introduced the participants to the concepts
332of Web 2.0 and the purposes of applying a social bookmarking system for the activity of
333collective information searching, as well as demonstrating the WeShare interface
334employed in this study. The instructor only demonstrated WeShare, but did not either
335facilitate information sharing or provide feedback that reconciled the different perspectives
336proposed by the students in the next phase. In the introductory phase, the participants were
337asked to practice usingWeShare to collect, annotate and share their favorite sites on the Internet,
338and to cite and comment on the bookmarks shared by their peers. The purpose of this
339introductory phase was to avoid participants’ failure in the following practice phase due to
340their unfamiliarity with the use of WeShare.
341In the practice phase, different mechanisms of WeShare were used to support the course
342of C language tutorial. The course included tutorials on compilers, variables and constants,
343if–then switch statements, loop and function, etc. In addition to formal lectures and com-
344puterized practices, the students were encouraged to search the Internet to collect relevant
345examples and solutions regarding the given assignment to WeShare. They were asked to
346share and discuss the collected bookmarks with peers on WeShare to assess the merits of
347these online resources to the assignment. The students with difficulty in finding the solution
348were encouraged to survey the recommended bookmarks or raise their questions for seeking
349help on WeShare.
350During the first 3 weeks of the course, the participants could search the Internet and
351bookmark sites in WeShare that they considered relevant to the given assignment. They
352could include excerpts, and make commentaries and tags on the collected bookmarks. In
353addition, they could decide which bookmarks they would like to share with their peers. In
354this stage, the features of WeShare were limited to the level of personal contributions to the
355CIS activity. During the last 3 weeks of the course, the participants were allowed to review,
356cite and comment on the bookmarks shared by their peers, as well as to select and collect
357bookmarks worth recommending as being most relevant to the given assignment.
358A task-driven approach was employed to urge the participants to perform the activities of
359exploring the Internet jointly for reliable information resources. The participants enrolled in
360the programming course needed to complete a worksheet consisting of the given assignment.
361The driving assignment was to “Write a C code program to calculate and find prime numbers
362from 1 to 1,000, and estimate the effectiveness of the programming code in implementa-
363tion.” In line with the schedule of the course progress, this assignment was reasonable and
364challenging for the students inexperienced in programming. The participants were informed
365that their performance on the assignment would be considered as part of their grade for the
366course. In the last week of the research procedure, all of the students needed to submit their
367solution to the assignment, and took a formative examination by computerized programming
368practice. In this regard, the course-related assignment and procedure were expected to
369encourage the students’ engagement in the CIS activity.
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370Measures

371Analysis of log data for exploring behavioral engagement

372All of the participants’ actions while performing the CIS activity such as bookmarking,
373annotating and commenting, etc. were tracked as log file data. To represent the participants’
374behavioral engagement in the activity, four indicators proposed by Lin and Tsai (2011) were
375employed. The definition of each indicator is as follows:

3761. Bookmarks from the Internet: The number of Web pages that the participants assembled
377and contributed to WeShare through searching the Internet.
3782. Annotations on personal bookmarks: The number of annotations that the participants
379attached to their collected bookmarks.
3803. Bookmarks from WeShare: The number of Web pages that the participants cited in their
381peers’ bookmarks by reviewing WeShare.
3824. Comments on others’ bookmarks: The number of comments on peers’ shared
383bookmarks.
384

385The frequencies of the selected indicators extracted from the log data were used to
386represent the participants’ investment in various contributions to the progress of the
387CIS activity for completing the given assignment. Furthermore, the four indicators
388were analyzed by the method of clustering analysis to yield different student groups,
389which show the patterns of students’ behavioral engagement in the activity. A two-
390stage clustering approach combining Ward’s minimum variance method with the K-
391means method was adopted. Since Ward’s method can provide the K-means method
392with the number of clusters as its starting point, it has been suggested that the
393integration of hierarchical (i.e., Ward’s method) and non-hierarchical (i.e., K-means
394method) methods could produce a better clustering resolution ( Q5Milligan 1985; Punj
395and Steward 1983).

396Analysis of annotations and comments for exploring cognitive engagement

397In addition to the log data of the acts of the CIS activity, the participants’ annotations and
398comments were adopted as data resources for qualitative analysis. This study used the term
399cognitive engagement to represent the participants’ cognitive efforts in and processing
400strategies of collecting, analyzing, interpreting and synthesizing content materials and
401information resources for learning from the activity.
402To explore the participants’ cognitive engagement, the method of content analysis was
403employed to qualitatively explore metadata attached to the bookmarks (e.g., annotation and
404commentary), which aims to provide more in-depth understanding of the quality of the
405metadata. The analysis was conducted through the lens of de Wever et al. (2006), Guan et al.
406(2006) and Zhu (2006) who analyzed message content in terms of cognitive and metacog-
407nitive aspects within the context of online asynchronous discussion. Aligned with the
408purposes of this study, an analytical scheme with modified dimensions adopted from the
409works of Guan et al. (2006) and Zhu (2006) served as the coding system to analyze the
410transcripts of the annotations and comments for exploring the participants’ cognitive en-
411gagement in the process of the CIS activities. In this regard, interactions with peers are
412considered to facilitate the participants’ learning in a dialogical and social process in which
413the participants’ cognitive engagements are actively involved.
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414Each annotation or comment posted on the bookmarks was used as an analysis unit in this
415study. The author and an additional expert independently read each piece of metadata, and then
416assigned a category of cognitive engagement for each unit according to the analytical scheme as
417shown in Table 1. For example, an example response of “I think this bookmark includes more
418evaluative information about how to design concise programming for the question by C code. It
419is really helpful to the improvement of programming skills” could be categorized as “Judg-
420mental” cognitive engagement, since it expresses a critical opinion on the bookmark. Then, all
421of the posts categorized by the two coders were compared to confirm the dimensions of
422cognitive engagement exhibited by the participants. The percentage of agreement on the coding
423results between the coders was used to assess the inter-rater reliability of the coding procedure.
424The results indicated that the inter-rater reliability of the content analysis was 84 % for the first
425round and 88 % for the second round. The dimensions of cognitive engagement were then
426analyzed by the method of cluster analysis to identify different levels of cognitive engagement
427(e.g., meaningful versus shallow) as suggested in the literature.

428The collected bookmarks quality for the assignment and formative examination performance

429In addition to engagements in the CIS activity, the quality of the collected bookmarks for the
430assignment could represent the students’ searching performance of gleaning applicable

t1:1 Table 1 Analytical scheme for affective and cognitive engagement in collective information searching
activity (selected and modified from Zhu (2006))Q6

t1:2 Level Code Definition Example

t1:3 Irrelevant IR Statements are irrelevant to the bookmark
and the given assignment

I believe that C language is one of the
important inventions, and all of us should
learn it

t1:4 Affective AF Statement that expresses emotion or
feelings somewhat unrelated to the given
questions

I am afraid that I could not complete the
assignment. It’s really difficult for me

t1:5 Literal LI Statement that provides factual information
related to the bookmark and assignment

This page is related to C language and
other programming languages

t1:6 Explanatory EX Statement that offers additional
information with limited personal
opinions to explain related content in the
bookmark

I suggest this page because it includes a
programming example which adopts the
loop method to solve the problem

t1:7 Summary SU Statement that summarizes or attempts to
provide a summary of related content
materials, bookmarks and discussion
messages

This page includes several resources
related to the assignment such as the
definition of prime, examples of program
design and exercises

t1:8 Judgmental JU Statement that offers evaluative or
judgmental opinions of key points in the
discussion and related contents

The example provided in this page is
correct and efficient. It is a valuable
Webpage

t1:9 Reflective RE Statement that reflects on changes in
personal opinions and behaviors in
accomplishing certain learning
assignments

This page provides a programming
example from 1 to 200 somewhat
different from the assignment, but I think
I could alter it to fit the right one

t1:10 Tutorial TU Statement that guides students in
discussing concepts and in learning
content materials by offering suggestions

Prime number is indivisible…. You can
refer to the example, and change n0200
to n01,000. Then, you can find the prime
from 1 to 1,000

C.-C. Lin, C.-C. Tsai
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431online resources through collective works. To examine the quality of the bookmark collec-
432tions for the given assignment, each bookmark was evaluated in terms of its relevancy,
433accuracy and usability which are used to critically assess and dig deep into the content
434involved in the Webpage (Hoffman et al. 2003). While a bookmark includes much more
435correct and useful materials corresponding to the given assignment, it was assigned a higher
436score with a range from 1 to 5 points. The method of Spearman’s pair-wise correlation
437analysis was employed to examine the inter-rater consistency of scoring the bookmarks. The
438method of Spearman’s correlation analyses has been generally employed to report internal
439consistency based on the scores of researcher pairs. Consequently, the results of Spearman’s
440correlation between two experts revealed that the coefficients of relevancy, accuracy and
441usability were 0.87, 0.85 and 0.80 for the assignment. In addition, a computerized practice
442took place at the end of the research procedure. The teacher employed a 100-point scale to
443score students’ performance of the computerized practice test. Since this study was embed-
444ded in the formal course, the students’ performance on the formative examination was
445regarded as a part of learning outcome for further analysis.

446Research findings

447Descriptive statistics of behavioral engagement in the CIS activity

448Table 2 reveals the descriptive results of four indicators as personal contributions to the CIS
449activity. The results revealed that the participants collected more bookmarks from WeShare
450than from the Internet. In addition, they tended to frequently make comments on peers’
451bookmarks. The statistical findings indicate that these college students were inclined to
452collect information resources shared and recommended by peers on WeShare, as well as to
453make comments on the shared information resources.

454Students’ behavioral engagement in the CIS activity

455To explore the participatory patterns of behavioral engagement in the activity, this study
456employed the method of two-stage clustering analysis akin to the work of Lin and Tsai
457(2011). Ward’s method was adopted to generate possible cluster solutions first. Subsequent
458sets of cluster solutions were then analyzed by the K-means method for aggregating different
459CIS indicators into possible patterns of behavioral engagement in the activity. An analysis of
460variance (ANOVA) examining the inter-cluster differences across the CIS indicators (i.e.,
461“Bookmarks from the Internet,” “Annotations on personal bookmarks,” “Bookmarks from
462WeShare,” and “Comments on others’ shared bookmarks”) revealed that the four-cluster

t2:1 Table 2 Statistical results of behavioral engagements with the collective information searching (CIS)
activities (n0101)

t2:2 CIS activity Indicators Range Mean S.D.

t2:3 Behavioral engagements Bookmarks from the Internet 0–4 2.14 1.41

t2:4 Annotations on personal bookmarks 0–3 1.99 1.27

t2:5 Bookmarks from WeShare 0–13 3.05 2.17

t2:6 Comments on others’ bookmarks 0–18 6.23 4.61
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463solution yielded the clearest distinctions among and provided more meaningful explanations
464for the different patterns of behavioral engagement.
465Table 3 shows the numbers of participants, mean values of the CIS indicators in each
466cluster, and the comparisons of the post hoc tests. The results of the ANOVA analyses
467revealed that there were significant differences among clusters for all of the CIS indicators of
468“Bookmarks from the Internet,” “Annotations on personal bookmarks,” “Bookmarks from
469WeShare,” and “Comments on others’ shared bookmarks.”
470Furthermore, the results of a series of post hoc tests (Scheffé tests) support that the four
471clusters could be employed to interpret the differences in the participatory patterns of
472students’ contributions to the CIS activity within the context of WeShare. Based on the
473results of the cluster analysis, the participants could be categorized into four major groups
474which exhibit distinctive characteristics in the composition of the participatory patterns of
475engaging in the CIS activity. Referring to the previous work of Lin and Tsai (2011), these
476four groups are re-labeled and interpreted as follows:

477Hitchhiker As shown in Table 3, cluster 1 includes 27 participants accounting for 26.7 % of
478the study sample. Compared with other clusters, the frequencies of “Bookmarks from the
479Internet” and “Annotations on personal bookmarks” exhibited by cluster 1 were significantly
480lower than those of any other cluster. Cluster 1 also had significantly lower frequencies of
481“Bookmarks from WeShare” and “Comments on others’ shared bookmarks” than cluster 3
482and 4. However, when compared with cluster 2, cluster 1 had a higher frequency of the
483indicator “Comments on others’ shared bookmarks.” These results reveal that the partic-
484ipants in this group tended to exert minimal effort to collect information resources by
485searching the Internet, but tended to comment on or cite peers’ bookmarks while engaging
486in the CIS activity using WeShare. It could be suggested that these students may have tended
487to ‘hitch a ride’ during the activity, and so can be viewed as “Hitchhikers.” This group of

t3:1 Table 3 The clusters of users’ participatory patterns of personal contribution to the CIS activities

t3:2 Bookmarks from
the Internet

Annotations on
personal bookmarks

Bookmarks
from WeShare

Comments on others’
shared bookmarks

t3:3 Cluster 1:

t3:4 Hitchhiker (n027)
mean/S.D.

0.87/0.83 0.71/0.86 2.75/1.27 5.77/1.85

t3:5 Cluster 2:

t3:6 Individualist (n038)
mean/S.D.

2.27/0.93 2.75/1.16 1.14/1.05 1.97/1.62

t3:7 Cluster 3:

t3:8 Active (n023) mean/S.D. 3.02/0.87 2.24/1.13 5.67/1.67 8.91/1.65

t3:9 Cluster 4:

t3:10 Commentator (n013)
mean/S.D.

2.83/1.25 2.01/1.02 4.59/1.38 14.92/2.71

t3:11 F (ANOVA) 7.22*** 9.84*** 41.47*** 212.40***

t3:12 Post hoc tests (Scheffé
tests)

2>1 2>1 3>1, 3>2 1>2,

t3:13 3>1 3>1 4>1, 4>2 3>1, 3>2

t3:14 4>1 4>1 4>1, 4>2, 4>3

***p<0.001
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488students could be akin to a combination of “Lurker” and “Quoter” in the work of Lin and
489Tsai (2011).

490Individualist The second cluster includes 38 students accounting for 37.6 % of the study
491sample, which is the largest group among the four clusters. They exhibited significantly
492higher frequencies than cluster 1 for the dimensions “Bookmarks from WeShare” and
493“Annotations on personal bookmarks,” which to some extent reveals a reverse pattern to
494that of cluster 1. Furthermore, the students in cluster 2 had the lowest frequency of the
495dimensions “Bookmarks from WeShare” and “Comments on others’ shared bookmarks”. In
496this regard, these participants tended to invest more efforts in searching, collecting, and
497annotating bookmarks from the Internet themselves rather than in consulting the publicly
498shared resources on WeShare. They revealed an individualistic approach to the contribution
499of information sources, and so could be labeled as “Individualist” with respect to their
500behavior throughout the CIS activity.

501Active The third cluster accounts for 22.8 % of the study sample (n023) and has the highest
502frequencies for the dimensions “Bookmarks from the Internet,” “Annotations on personal
503bookmarks” and “Bookmarks from WeShare.” The students in this cluster reflect a signif-
504icantly higher level of effort than cluster 1 on all CIS behavioral dimensions. They also had
505significantly higher frequencies than cluster 2 on the dimensions of “Bookmarks from
506WeShare” and “Comments on others’ shared bookmarks.” The students in this cluster could
507be deemed as an “Active” group who energetically participated in the different CIS activities.

508Commentator Finally, the participants in cluster 4 (n013) constitute the smallest
509group. Akin to cluster 3, the students in this cluster had significantly higher frequen-
510cies than those in cluster 1 for all CIS dimensions, and than those in cluster 2 for the
511dimensions “Bookmarks from WeShare” and “Comments on others’ shared bookmarks.”
512More particularly, the students in this cluster had the highest frequency for “Comments on
513others’ collections” when compared to other clusters. Regarding this aspect, the participants of
514cluster 4 could be viewed as the “Commentator” group who tended to comment on peers’
515shared bookmarks. 516

517Descriptive statistics of students’ cognitive engagement

518Based on the analytical scheme adopted in this study (see Table 1), the students’ annotations
519and comments on the shared bookmarks were analyzed by the method of content analysis,
520and then categorized into different levels of cognitive engagement. As shown in Table 4, the
521results reveal that the students showed varied strategies of cognitive engagement while
522interacting with social bookmarking to perform the CIS activity. Furthermore, the results of
523Table 4 indicate that affective expressions were mostly exhibited when annotating and
524commenting on the bookmarks. However, the participants had relatively slight exercise to
525perform tutorial strategy in the CIS activity.

526Cluster analysis of students’ levels of cognitive engagement

527According to the proposition of Greene and Miller (1996) that cognitive engagement could
528be dichotomized as meaningful and shallow, this study adopted a pre-defined two-cluster
529solution for the cluster analysis of cognitive engagement as “Deep” and “Surface” levels.
530The dimensions of cognitive engagement were purposefully aggregated into two groups by
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531the method of cluster analysis. Then, the differences in the dimensions between the two
532groups were examined by a series of simple t-tests to differentiate and interpret the levels of
533cognitive engagement. Table 5 shows the numbers of participants, the mean values of the
534dimensions in each cluster, and further comparisons by way of independent t-tests. The
535results reveal that there were significant differences between clusters for the “Irrelevant,”
536“Affective,” “Literal,” “Explanatory,” “Judgmental” and “Reflective” dimensions. Accord-
537ing to the results shown in Table 5, the “Deep” cluster included 40 students accounting for
53839.6 % of the sample, which had lower frequencies of “Irrelevant,” “Affective” and
539“Literal,” as well as higher frequencies of “Explanatory,” “Judgmental” and “Reflective”
540cognitive engagement than the students in the “Surface” cluster (61 students, 61.4 %).
541The results of the cluster analysis reveal that the students exhibited distinctive character-
542istics in the composition of the cognitive engagement patterns. Those students in the “Deep”
543cognitive engagement group demonstrated a relatively higher level of cognitive effort for the
544strategies of explanation, judgment and reflection. In contrast, the students in the “Surface”
545cognitive engagement group expressed a relatively lower level of tactics usage such as
546irrelevant, emotional and literal responses.

547The associations among students’ behavioral and cognitive engagements

548In Table 6, the cross-tabulation of categories of behavioral engagement at the levels of
549cognitive engagement is presented. The 4×2 table shows behavioral engagement

t4:1 Table 4 Descriptive statistics of
cognitive engagement in the
CIS activity

t4:2 Cognitive engagement Range Mean S.D.

t4:3 Irrelevant (IR) 0–5 1.11 0.99

t4:4 Affective (AF) 0–12 1.47 1.35

t4:5 Literal (LI) 0–5 0.81 0.83

t4:6 Explanatory (EX) 0–5 1.01 1.16

t4:7 Summary (SU) 0–3 0.91 0.89

t4:8 Judgmental (JU) 0–7 1.16 1.23

t4:9 Reflective (RE) 0–4 1.08 0.83

t4:10 Tutorial (TU) 0–3 0.68 0.71

t5:1 Table 5 The levels of students’
overall cognitive engagements in
the CIS activity by use of K-means
cluster analysis

The cluster descriptors are based
on standardized scores (mean0
0, S.D.01)*p<0.05, **p<0.01,
***p<0.001

t5:2 Cognitive engagements t-value

t5:3 Deep (n040)
mean/S.D.

Surface (n061)
mean/S.D.

t5:4 Irrelevant (IR) 0.80/0.79 1.31/1.07 −2.56*
t5:5 Affective (AF) 0.93/0.76 1.82/0.78 −3.88**
t5:6 Literal (LI) 0.25/0.49 1.18/0.81 −7.18***
t5:7 Explanatory (EX) 2.10/0.88 0.28/0.61 11.56***

t5:8 Summary (SU) 1.05/0.96 0.82/0.85 1.27

t5:9 Judgmental (JU) 2.35/1.00 0.38/0.58 11.28***

t5:10 Reflective (RE) 1.30/0.75 0.93/0.85 2.20*

t5:11 Tutorial (TU) 0.80/0.61 0.61/0.76 1.42
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550(“Hitchhiker,” “Individualist,” “Active” and “Commentator”) in rows and cognitive engage-
551ment (“Deep” and “Surface”) in columns. A Pearson’s chi-square test was performed to identify
552the association between the students’ participatory patterns and cognitive engagement.
553The results in Table 6 reveal a significant association between participatory patterns and
554cognitive engagement during the CIS activity; namely, the students in the Hitchhiker and
555Individualist groups tended to invest surface cognitive engagement (n023, 27, respectively)
556while those in the Active and Commentator groups were more likely to adopt deep cognitive
557engagement (n016, 9, respectively). It could be suggested that students’ participatory
558patterns and cognitive engagements are highly associated.

559Comparisons of the students’ collected bookmark quality and formative examination
560performance between the levels of cognitive engagement

561Table 7 reveals the comparisons of students’ bookmark quality for the assignment and
562formative examination scores between different levels of cognitive engagement in the CIS
563activity. The quality of bookmark collected for the assignment was assessed by two
564additional experts. Higher scores may signify students’ capability to glean quality online
565resources through the CIS activity. The results reveal that students with deep cognitive
566engagement had significantly higher scores than the others on the evaluative standards of
567accuracy and usability for the assignment. In addition, the students with deep cognitive
568engagement in the CIS activity significantly outperformed the others in a formative test of
569computerized practice. According to the findings above, in the CIS activity students who
570exercised more advanced strategies tended to perceive the merits of the bookmarks suitable
571for the assignment, and had better assignment performances.

572Discussion and conclusion

573The application of social bookmarking to support collective information searching (CIS)
574activities emphasizes the aspects of individual and collaborative online information problem
575solving through its active and interactive nature (Lin and Tsai 2011). This innovative Web
5762.0 application can offer students a technology-supported collective inquiry context which

t6:1 Table 6 The association between
students’ behavioral engagements
and cognitive engagements in the
CIS activity

Chi-square022.14, Phi00.47,
Cramer’s V00.47, p<0.001

t6:2 Cognitive engagements Total

t6:3 Deep Surface

t6:4 Behavioral engagements

t6:5 Hitchhiker Count 4 23 27

t6:6 Expected count 10.7 16.3

t6:7 Individualist Count 11 27 38

t6:8 Expected count 15 23

t6:9 Active Count 16 7 23

t6:10 Expected count 9.1 13.9

t6:11 Commentator Count 9 4 13

t6:12 Expected count 5.1 7.9

t6:13 Total Count 40 61 101
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577sustains specific features of learning environments helpful to the improvement of cognitive
578engagement (Blumenfeld et al. 2006). On the one hand, students’ cognitive engagement may
579come with their active, constructive and collective work of searching for solutions and
580joining in asynchronous dialogue to solve information-related problems in such a new
581interactive context. On the other hand, the ways students exercise different mechanisms of
582social bookmarking and their investment in its use may represent their situational interest
583and behavioral engagement in the activity, which in turn may boost the employment of
584higher-level cognitive strategies and self-regulation. As previous findings have indicated that
585active participation in CIS activities is critical to the elicitation of peer feedback and the
586quality of online resources (i.e., Lin and Tsai 2011), this study aimed to explore the
587relationship between participants’ behavioral and cognitive engagements in a CIS activity
588for completing searching tasks.
589Given the increasing exposure to online resources and Web 2.0 applications, accessing
590online information need not be an individual effort, but inherently involves collaborative and
591collective activities (Hansen and Jarvelin 2005). The results of analyzing activity log data
592firstly identified four participatory patterns of “Hitchhiker,” “Individualist,” “Active” and
593“Commentator” among a group of college students in this study. These participatory patterns
594revealed that the students exhibited different genres of behavioral engagement in the activity.
595In contrast to the participatory patterns identified in the work of Lin and Tsai (2011), two
596new patterns of “Hitchhiker” and “Individualist” are proposed since the students in this
597study exhibited somewhat different endeavors while carrying out the activity. For example,
598the students categorized in these new patterns invested particular efforts in performing
599different sets of CIS activities. Differing from the “Lurker” category identified from explor-
600ing the junior high school sample in the previous study, these college students seemed to
601exhibit a more active approach to different aspects of the CIS activity rather than merely
602lurking. However, the findings of this study revealed that only about one-fifth of the students
603(i.e., the 23 participants in the “Active” group) could take full advantage of WeShare to
604collectively seek and survey online resources. It is suggested that the employment of Web
6052.0 applications may not necessarily ensure a special attraction for students’ behavioral
606engagement in regular use of these innovative applications for learning. In addition, the
607students’ unfamiliarity with the usage of WeShare and limited experience of executing CIS
608activities may also have inhibited their willingness to make further contributions to the
609activity. In this regard, it is necessary to provide students with more opportunities to become
610familiar with the use of such innovative tools for academic purposes.

t7:1 Table 7 The collected bookmark
quality and formative examination
scores between deep and surface
engagements

t7:2 Cognitive engagements t-value

t7:3 Deep (n040)
mean/S.D.

Surface (n061)
mean/S.D.

t7:4 Bookmark quality

t7:5 Relevancy 4.61/0.58 4.42/0.72 1.36

t7:6 Accuracy 4.86/0.23 4.49/0.49 4.97***

t7:7 Usability 4.76/0.32 4.15/0.75 5.59***

t7:8 Average score 4.74/0.29 4.36/0.45 4.84***

t7:9 Formative
examination
scores

84.73/11.77 76.64/16.01 2.92**
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611In addition to the recognition of the college students’ behavioral engagement in the CIS
612activity, this study further identified their cognitive engagement by their personal annota-
613tions and comments during the activity. By analyzing the transcripts of the annotations and
614comments, the results revealed that the students expressed diverse cognitive engagement in
615the activity. “Affective,” “Judgmental” and “Irrelevant” strategies were frequently adopted.
616Further cluster analysis of cognitive engagement could be classified into dichotomous levels
617of “Surface” and “Deep” engagement. Those students with a relatively deep level of
618cognitive engagement tended to frequently adopt “Explanatory,” “Judgmental” and “Reflec-
619tive” strategies, whereas those with relatively surface level engagement usually employed
620“Irrelevant,” “Affective” and “Literal” strategies while performing the CIS activity. The deep
621level of cognitive engagement found in this study implies that the students could provide
622explanations, voice their opinions, evaluate peers’ shared information and reflect on their
623understandings. In contrast, the surface level of cognitive engagement denotes that the
624students tended to offer irrelevant or factual information, and express their feelings unrelated
625to the subject. Through investigation of students’ cognitive engagement, researchers and
626educators can understand students' efforts and strategies for dealing with online information
627resources collectively. In addition, further cluster analysis offers a better understanding of
628which strategies could be attributed to a relatively higher level of cognitive engagement. As
629meaningful cognitive engagement is suggested to produce better learning outcomes (Greene
630et al. 2004), to stimulate the occurrence of such engagement, students may benefit greatly
631from participating in CIS activities.
632This study provides some evidence of the role of students’ mutual and reciprocal actions
633in their extended engagement in cognitive activities in a CIS activity. The result of chi-
634square analysis revealed the relationships between behavioral and cognitive engagements in
635this CIS activity in the context of social bookmarking. The students with behavioral engage-
636ments of “Active” and “Commentator” displayed a relatively deep level of cognitive
637engagement, whereas those students with behavioral engagements of “Hitchhiker” and
638“Individualist” showed a relatively surface level of cognitive engagement. This finding runs
639parallel to previous studies suggesting that students’ cognitive engagement is more animated
640and advanced when interacting with peers (Greene et al. 2004). As social bookmarking
641provides students with a technology-supported environment to explore the Internet in a
642collective manner, their behavioral and cognitive engagements would intertwine through
643mutual and reciprocal interactions during the activity. Furthermore, as collaborative inter-
644action is helpful to critical evaluation of online information resources (Butler and Lumpe
6452008), it is suggested here that active participation in CIS activities may stimulate a
646relatively higher level of cognitive engagement while evaluating online information collec-
647tively. Consequently, it could be suggested that different learning outcomes may be achieved
648according to various patterns of students’ active behavioral and cognitive engagement with
649the collective work of exploring the Internet.
650The findings of this study also indicated the levels of cognitive engagement were related
651to the collected bookmark quality and formative examination performance. The students
652having more advanced cognitive strategies in the CIS activity tended to become aware of
653valuable online resources for the assignment. They also got higher scores for the comput-
654erized programming practice than others with surface cognitive engagement. Since this
655study did not employ an experimental design, these results could not be attributed to the
656effect of integrating CIS activity into the course for academic learning. However, the concept
657of participatory learning has become salient in the CIS activity for supporting learning with
658exploring the Internet. The application of social bookmarking application could provide an
659alternative way to support academic learning and instruction in a socially interactive context,
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660and help learners understand and develop relevant strategies to deal with the quantity and
661quality of online information.
662In this study, 216 bookmarks were individually stored by the participants in WeShare, and
663there were 52 distinct sites located on different URLs among these collected bookmarks for
664the given assignment. Among these distinct bookmarks, 14 were cited more than 15 times
665and followed by 5 distinct participants at least. Furthermore, these bookmarks with relatively
666high citations revealed good quality in terms of their relevancy, accuracy and usability.
667Although this study addressed the concept of participatory learning by investigating the
668students’ behavioral and cognitive engagements in the CIS activity; however, investigating
669the properties of the collected bookmarks may inform an alternative approach to research on
670CIS activity.
671Participation has been viewed as a critical part of online learning owing to its positive
672effects on various learning outcomes (Davies and Graff 2005; Hrastinski 2009; Michinov et
673al. 2011). However, examining online participation remains a key issue since most studies
674tend to rely simply on frequency counts as measures of participation (Chan and Chan 2011).
675Such participation measurements may fail to explicate the considerable benefits of
676technology-enhanced environments for learning within socially interactive contexts (Hras-
677tinski 2008, 2009). Aligned with the perspectives of online participation, more complex and
678multiple dimensions are necessary for a better understanding of online learning. The
679employment of CIS activities supports the idea of “folksonomy,” allowing students to
680participate in the process of annotating and categorizing content, which may amplify the
681potential of seeing how others interpret and value information resources that we share
682(Morrison 2008). According to the findings mentioned above, it is suggested that exploring
683students’ active engagement from both behavioral and cognitive aspects is helpful in
684clarifying the perspectives of participation in learning through behavioral and psychological
685strategies and investments in CIS activities. Through iterative processes of participatory
686behaviors and cognitive engagement, students are expected to become more critical of and
687thoughtful about open resources while searching the Internet. Accordingly, they may acquire
688better learning materials from the Internet, undertake meaningful cognitive engagement with
689and interaction between themselves and the content, as well as perceive the merits of
690Internet-based environments in support of the learning process.

691Limitations and future research

692The application of social bookmarking assists students in keeping online information they
693might want, as well as sharing and connecting with like-minded peers. Since more and more
694content is being presented online, educators need to assist students in developing the skills to
695collect, store, and retrieve relevant information effectively. Furthermore, educators have to
696equip them with the ability to work closely with others for the collaborative construction of
697knowledge. Adopting social bookmarking redefines the ways in which we think about
698learning and teaching by way of online information searching for inquiry- and problem-
699based activities. The findings of this study imply that, within the scaffold of social book-
700marking for exploring the Internet, educators need to encourage students to become more
701active contributors rather than passive users of online information for learning. Further
702research has to embed instructional methods in CIS activities to promote participation rates
703and help students to develop new literacies in the Web 2.0 age.
704Referring to the findings of this study, one may argue that the average frequency of actual
705bookmarks from the Internet and WeShare may seem rather low during the 6 weeks of
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706research procedure. This may result from the approach to information searching and the
707characteristics of the assignment. Although all the students were asked to perform the
708assignment on WeShare, not all students engaged in explicit searching. At the other extreme,
709some students could be capable of finding all the information they needed by searching the
710Internet on their own. However, within the support of the social bookmarking application,
711the students could not only aggregate more refined resources to perform the assignment, but
712also participate in iterative interactions with peers for meaning negotiation and knowledge
713construction. Many significant differences of behavioral and cognitive activities existed
714among the students, revealing the role of individual differences in information searching
715in participatory learning within the CIS activity.
716Furthermore, although the assignment conducted in this study allowed for different
717solutions, it should be considered a relatively fact-oriented question with definitive answers.
718Since all of the students were attending a programming course for their first time, the
719assignment may be considered challenging enough for these novice programmers. However,
720the characteristics of the assignment may have limited the students’ willingness and efforts
721to perform the collective information searching activity. Future studies need to carefully
722investigate the potential of social bookmarking application for assisting students in
723performing an open-ended and project-based task.
724In addition, although there were many significant relationships between the behavioral and
725cognitive engagements in the process of the CIS activity, the case of discussion threads attached
726to bookmarks for further discussion and negotiation was not common. Since it requires a lot of
727work to compile the collected bookmarks for a CIS activity, students’ perceived information
728overload may have hindered their participation and cognitive engagement. It is therefore
729suggested that the students needed more time to perform the activity, and other facilitators such
730as instructors or formative feedback on how they could enhance vital interactions and reduce
731perceived information load need thoughtful consideration in future research.
732Unlike the use of wikis or blogs for content creation, the application of social book-
733marking focuses primarily on creating connections between content and people. An explo-
734ration of the networked content–content, content–user and user–user relations may deepen
735our understanding regarding how these iterative interactions influence students’ choice of
736information resources and group formation through participating in CIS activities. Accord-
737ingly, there are many critical research issues raised with such innovative learning context.
738How does a student’s learning trajectory alter in accordance with comment and identity
739received from participating in the CIS activity? How does an interest group develop through
740iterative interactions in the CIS activity? To explore such research issues needs more fine-
741grained and specific ways of conducting both quantitative and qualitative analyses to depict
742students’ learning in more detail. Some specific methods such as sequential analysis and
743social networking analysis are applicable for analyzing dynamic process of the CIS activity.
744These analytical techniques and approaches could be employed in future research to explore
745which online resources are valuable, and the composition of group affiliation while students
746participate in CIS activities for learning specific topics related to personal interests. Conse-
747quently, these identified information resources and members could be critical to the facili-
748tation of students’ learning and the development of learning communities.
749Employing social bookmarking to engage students in CIS activities really challenges
750educators and researchers to rethink the way in which students treat the information they
751find, to redefine the process of personal cognitive operation of socially negotiated content,
752and to examine its potential for the attainment of more and better information in a communal
753model. Inevitably, students have begun to develop a different relationship with the Internet
754that has raised numerous implications for teaching and learning. These Web 2.0 applications
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755may not be necessary for effective learning, but demand that educators and researchers
756should recognize their potential for supporting the reformation of content and curriculum for
757improving students’ learning. An increasing number of studies are devoted to research on the
758educational potential of these innovative technologies, but schools have been slower to
759consider the use of Web 2.0 applications for teaching and learning in the classroom
760(Richardson 2006). This study suggests that instructional design can combine different
761salient mechanisms of various Web 2.0 applications in line with the objectives of teaching
762and learning.
763Based on the aforementioned descriptions, it is proposed that social bookmarking
764can not only be used as a research tool for investigating collective information
765behaviors, but also as an instructional tool for engaging students in participatory
766learning. In addition to the concern about one’s own learning progress, students need
767to be aware of their responsibility to contribute to the participation in CIS activities.
768The more shared information resources attached with one’s opinions for academic
769purposes, the more easily learners can find and connect to the learning resources they
770need and desire. These metadata that others apply to the content of different subjects
771may provide students with various experiences and perspectives on learning about
772what they are really interested in. Consequently, these reusable information resources
773could constitute a database which includes more fine-grained free online learning
774resources, and the more students who contribute their efforts to CIS activities, the
775more valuable learning resources and experiences will be generated.
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